On the Shema

The Shema prayer is the most important prayer in Judaism. They pray it daily. The purpose of this prayer is to bring about the direct Jewish totalitarian world system, to bring their god down to earth and fulfil the Torah.

They place this prayer in the Mezuza they place on their doorpost. The Mezuzah is the symbol of the power of their god to destroy the world of the Gentiles and bring in their new world order. It’s also a symbol of protection for the Jews. They are warned if they don't have a proper one they will be in serious issues.

As mentioned before, they place this in the black box they wear on their heads to connect them into and call down the energy of their god-form to fulfil its purpose.

The RTR on the Shema is undoing the Jews drastically. All the reports back on doing this RTR are saying that it's powerful and the most powerful they have done. The Shema ideally should be done daily because the enemy does it daily, thus keeping them from being able to connect to their power source and removing their protection daily. This allows for the other RTRs to spiritually shred them as well. This also allows your own personal workings to manifest better as the enemy interference is lessened drastically.

The Shema is the transmitter and receiver for bringing their god-form into the material.

Remember, in the movie "They Live" they found the transmitter and pulled the plug on it, which allowed everyone to see the aliens among them. This RTR is like that.

luis asked:
“So we will keep doing this daily along the other RTR that already we do everyday? It's true by the way i felt a lot of power doing this, i just wish i had more time to do this more.”

I would suggest such, yes. If your time is short on the RTRs do the Shema before everything. This removes the veil of protection and allows the other RTRs to drastically spiritually shred the enemy. And it feels good to do.
Reply from HP Hooded Cobra 666:

I recall reading on this a very long time ago, that this prayer is a perversion and is stolen from things the ancients did, reversed and actually corrupted. But everything in it is very carefully picked nonetheless.

This is a stolen and perverted method, prayer, and also technique. Which again the jews used for nefarious purposes.

In the same way the Demonic Authority is Greek, this Shema is more than likely Aramaic and of other important languages. So it's reversal is also very effective. And will undo whatever they are trying to achieve.

The 42 is also linked with the Shema. So in future schedules we will adjust and also include it all the time. However the opinion here is that it should become a daily habit to do this daily.
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